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over it, incident to the gyration. Above the level at which the initially rotating air is evicted, other air will flow in, because of the low pressure at the center, and by its consequent spin sustain, in large part, the diminished pressure below. This effectually closes the upper end of the tube, but leaves the lower quite open. Hence, air flows into the lower end, owing to the decreased pressure immediately above it, and in so doing acquires acceleration, and, therefore, reaction, thus becoming an inertia plug, as it were, that prevents immediate filling. This inflowing air is spun around by the gyration above and finally evicted from the upper portion of the column. But, always, there is a flow into the lower end, so long as it is in the free air; as well as toward and spirally up about the axis. Hence, if the initial or sustaining, rotation is both violent and persistent, the vortex burrows lower and lower until it reaches the surface. In this final state the low pressure within the tube is sustained by a dynamical wall on the sides, a combination gravity and dynamical cap above, and the earth beneath.
The above, or something more or less like it, appears to be the physical explanation of the origin of the tornado. But if so, why, then, one asks, are tornadoes so much more frequent in the central Mississippi Valley than elsewhere, and why most frequent there in the spring of the year? Because there, and especially at that season, certain of the conditions listed above are best developed and most frequent; such as very humid southerly winds (having come from over the Gulf of Mexico); a strongly encroaching anticyclone to the west or northwest, and the formation of a mid-air cold front. Why, also, one further asks, does the tornado rarely occur in tropical countries? Because, as explained above, it is a joint product of cyclone and anticyclone, one of which, the anticyclone, is, there, practically unknown.
A complete discussion of the tornado, obviously, would involve the liberal use of vortex equations. But the data necessary to such a discussion are not available, nor is the theory of the vortex in viscous fluids sufficiently developed to be readily applicable to this case.
Waterspout.—When a tornado goes to sea it becomes a waterspout and when a waterspout runs ashore it becomes, if violent, a tornado; if of small dimensions and not severe, probably just a whirlwind—the nomenclature is not fixed. In many cases the waterspout, or whirlwind at sea strong enough to produce a cloud column, evidently is produced in exactly the same way as the tornado; that is, by the convectional drawing together of oppositely flowing currents along a windshift line, or cold front, in the free air, where they frequently occur in families. Among the more favorable places for the formation of sea tornadoes are: Off the east coast of the United States, at the time of an encroaching cold wave; off the coast of China and Japan, under similar conditions; and the Gulf of Mexico. W.aterspouts thus produced should rotate counter-

